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The Jacobson Group is the leading global provider of insurance talent. For
more than 40 years, we have been connecting insurance organizations with
professionals from the board room to the back room on both a permanent and
temporary basis. We offer a variety of solutions including executive search,
professional recruiting, emerging talent, RPO, temporary staffing, subject
matter experts, and onsite and work-at-home operations support.

Ward Group is the leading provider of benchmarking and best practices
studies for insurance companies. We analyze staff levels, compensation,
business practices and expenses for all areas of insurance company operations
to help companies measure results, optimize performance and improve
profitability. We have worked with over 400 companies and performed over
2,000 benchmarking exercises since 1991. Our in-depth, apples-to-apples
benchmarking and accumulated data serve as the lifeblood of every project
we undertake.

Jacobson’s marketplace longevity creates an extensive industry network, a
unique insider’s perspective and a reputation for excellence. Regardless of the
need or situation, Jacobson is the insurance talent solution.
For more information, visit www.jacobsononline.com.

Ward Group is a division of McLagan | Aon Hewitt. McLagan is the global
leader in financial services performance benchmarking and executive
compensation and has been advising for almost half a century all the
major blue-chip financial services organizations in the world, from Asia
to North America.
The industry knowledge and operational benchmarks of Ward Group, the
compensation experience of McLagan, and the broader advisory expertise of
Aon Hewitt are a powerful combination for developing fact-based solutions
for insurance companies. For more information, visit www.wardinc.com.
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Overview
Ward Group is pleased to be partnering with NAMIC and The Jacobson Group
to conduct this year’s Executive Pay Practices Study. When used in conjunction
with the Property/Casualty Compensation Survey, participants will gain an
understanding of the big picture of the executive team’s total compensation
package, including actual market compensation for executive positions and
the measures and components of performance, funding, and perquisites for
these roles.
Fifty-five carriers participated in the study, providing extensive data regarding
organizational structure, compensation planning, incentive compensation
design, and additional benefits offered to executives. Four benchmark groups
were developed to further analyze the results.
Below is a brief summary of the study findings. The full report is available for
purchase from NAMIC’s and Ward Group’s websites.

While many carriers believe their programs are competitive, only one-third
of participants reported that they do not review their executive compensation
strategy on a biannual or annual basis. Ward Group considers it a best practice
to review executive compensation strategy on a biannual or more frequent
basis for a number of reasons, including determining whether current
performance targets are in line with relative industry performance.
Executive Compensation Review Frequency
Overall Benchmark
Annual
18%

Biannual

5%

3-Year Increments
51%

13%
13%

5-Year Increments
Do Not Regularly Review

Compensation Planning and Competitiveness
A majority of participating carriers believed their executive compensation
programs were competitive within the industry and adequately helped them
attract and retain key talent.
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Overview (continued)
Compensation
After a few years of low to flat base compensation increases for executive
management positions, carriers were more likely to increase their executives’
base compensation in 2015. CEO base compensation increased on average by
more than 6 percent and all other management levels saw average increases in
excess of 4 percent.
2014 marked the second year in a row with strong financial results for the
property/casualty industry. As such, carriers paid annual bonuses that were
in line with targets for all senior management positions. For those companies
that outperformed the benchmark on combined ratio in 2014, CEO annual
bonuses were 40 percent higher than target; and annual bonuses were
20 percent higher than target for the other executive management positions
in this benchmark group.

Carrier size had the most pronounced impact on overall compensation
distribution for the CEO position. As carrier size grew, the percent of “at-risk”
or incentive compensation became significantly larger. CEOs at small carriers
had on average 25 percent of their compensation at-risk compared to nearly 50
percent at large carriers. Similar trends also were noted at the SVP/EVP level
and VP level.

Additional Benefits
Benefits beyond compensation are also an integral part of executive total
rewards programs and can help attract and retain key talent. The use of
benefits such as deferred compensation, supplemental executive retirement
plans (SERP), car allowances, and paid time off programs were used to varying
degrees across all carriers.

Long-term incentive programs were less prevalent at participating carriers
than annual bonus plans. Only 42 percent of participating firms indicated
having a long-term incentive plan in place for senior management. These
plans, which vest over a three-to-five- year period, typically relied on fewer
performance measures than the annual bonus plan and were more focused on
financial returns, such as surplus growth or return on equity. These programs
have shown to be important retention tools for key executives.
Compensation Distribution - CEO
Base

Annual

25%

41%

47%

75%

59%

53%

Less than 300 Employee Benchmark

300 to 750 Employee Benchmark

Greater than 750 Employee
Benchmark
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Industry Perspective
Insurance is an industry on the edge—standing on the cusp of monumental
change. The talent reality is evolving before its collective eyes, transforming
both the workforce and the workplace. A rapidly aging employee population,
an unprecedented demand for talent and the mass exodus of baby boomers
have created an immense skills gap within the insurance industry. Talent is,
undoubtedly, the primary currency in today’s new economy
and insurance organizations are scrambling to attract and retain the talent
needed to bridge the gap and ensure success.
The fact is that the industry is graying. The number of professionals aged
55 and older has increased by nearly 75 percent during the past 10 years; and
by the end of this decade, more than a quarter of the insurance labor force
will be retiring1. The industry leadership landscape is far from immune to this
monumental shift. In fact, its impact on the executive suite is notable and
far reaching. The industry must bring succession to the top of
its agenda.
In order to prepare for the growing talent storm, insurers have been focused
on attracting and engaging emerging millennial talent. While those in this
talented and entrepreneurial generation certainly offer a viable and timely
solution to the talent flux needed industrywide, they do not have the skills and
experience to fill the gaps left by retiring baby boomers.
Fortunately, Generation X is poised to fill the growing leadership void.
However, in the push to recruit millennial talent, GenXers have become
the forgotten generation. They have grown frustrated with their
current positions, often feeling overlooked by their employers. Seemingly
stuck in a “flat” organization, these professionals have been easily tempted by
opportunities outside the industry or within other organizations in order to
climb the leadership ladder. However, companies must look to this generation
as a “bridge” generation—connecting them with the vital knowledge and skills
that will be departing with the retiring baby boomers. The time is now to take
a hard look at talent strategies and be prepared to make the changes
necessary to retain these vital employees.
1 Building a Talent Magnet: How the Property and Casualty Industry Can Solve Its People Needs
(2010). McKinsey and Company. http://www.aamga.org/files/hr/BuildingaTalentMagnet.pdf.

Faced with this increased competition for talent, compensation is
becoming a critical and compelling component in standing
out from the crowd. Nationwide, expectations are increasing. In order
to retain top performers, the insurance industry must reexamine its current
compensation strategies and transition them to be more competitive. Of
course, there is general recognition that compensation is more than monetary.
Employee benefits—including paid sabbaticals, flexible
scheduling, incentive programs, training and development
opportunities and workplace experience—are becoming more
important as ways to add value to a compensation package
and to differentiate employers from the competition both
inside and outside the industry.
The Jacobson Group is honored to sponsor the 2015 NAMIC P/C Executive
Pay Practices Study. The study provides a robust inside look at compensation
best practices and strategies, including salary and incentive programs and
performance plan guidance. It provides a starting point from which the
insurance industry can build a framework for a competitive, compelling and
real-world compensation strategy. This study should be seen as an evolving
document, providing valuable insights and enabling the industry to adapt and
evolve its thinking around compensation and the role it plays in today’s labor
market.
As an industry, it is vital that companies embrace the new talent reality and
challenge themselves to innovate. Amid the increasingly competitive
labor market, engagement and retention need to be made a
priority. Companies must focus on the key drivers of employee engagement
and weave hot-button items—including compensation, work/life harmony,
authentic leadership and the technology and analytics explosion—into
the talent management conversation. Only those organizations that take a
forward-looking view—including compensation trends—will find continued
success.
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